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1 Introduction

The intelligible presentation of formal proofs is usually not attempted because of their
technical detail. This formal noise hides the line of reasoning that can be followed
and understood by humans. We are investigating methodologies and machine support
for presenting formal proofs in an intelligible and structured manner while keeping
them amenable to a check by a machine or an interactive development. To this end,
we have in the past carried out sizable experiments with an implementation of the log-
ical framework Deva, a descendant of the AUTOMATH family of languages [WSL93,
SBR94, AJS94, Web94]. The experiments were carried out in the context of formal
software development as well as mathematical proofs.

Deva is a �-calculus with �-structured dependent types. Its tool support consists
of the Devil-system [Anl95], an interactive laboratory for developing Deva formaliza-
tions, and the DevaWeb system [BRS93]. Readability of Deva texts is enhanced by a
diverse syntax and an implicit level of description which allows to leave gaps in for-
mal developments. The Deva developments can be checked for type correctness by the
Deva checker which translates the implicit notation to the explicit kernel language of
Deva during the so called explanation process. The Deva checker is integrated with the
Web system for Deva. It supports literate formalization in the sense of Knuth [Knu84]
which combines structured documentation in LATEX-form consistently with the devel-
opment of the formal part.

Thus, the Deva development environment realizes basic aspects of our view of
proof development. The proof development consists of writing literate proofs which
are checked for correctness by the machine. The implicit level yields the possibility to
abstract, leave out the technical details, the formal noise.

In retrospect, Deva turned out to be—though appropriate as an experimental prototype—
too inflexible.

� The module mechanism was internalized into the meta-logic. This lead to a sig-
nificant increase in time and storage demands of the Deva checker making it
very laborious to scale up the proof experiments.

� Deva has no powerful notion of tacticals (tacticals are also internalized func-
tions which cannot be used explicitly). Instead theories and proofs are formu-
lated in one language.
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� There is no direct possibility to connect the Deva system to other support tools
which are more appropriate for special tasks.

Since the whole weight of checking a Deva text lies on the translation of the implicit
notation to the explicit kernel language of Deva the framework was not capable to
manage realistically based case studies in an adequate manner. For example in the
project KORSO we tried to adapt Deva as a framework for correctness management
of an algebraic specification language [SKJB95]. On the one hand, this experiment
demonstrated that complex formalizations could in principle be modeled by Deva’s
implicit level and remain intelligible. On the other hand, the proof obligations were
too difficult for Deva’s simple proof engine.

We think that the various concepts that underlie the specific approach we chose
for the presentation of formal proofs in Deva are of a general nature. We are currently
trying to apply this approach to proofs expressed in other logical frameworks, Isabelle
in particular, and we continue to investigate theoretical aspects of expressing formal
proofs. More specifically:

� We are experimenting with notations and calculi for expressing proofs that try to
capture algebraic properties underlying proof construction and that allow to ex-
press proof refinements. The guiding idea here is to view theorem proving as the
process of refining a theorem to its proof. Each refinement step adds more tech-
nical detail to the overall proof. With respect to proof presentation, only the first
levels of refinements are of interest to a reader. The other refinements can safely
be hidden and carried out interactively or completely automatic. Early investi-
gations of tentative calculi uncovered a close relationship with algebraic seman-
tics of substructural logics [DSH93], e.g., full Lambek algebras (FL-Algebras).

� We investigate prototypical implementations of such calculi with “programmable”
logical-frameworks such as Isabelle or �Prolog as a basis. A first experiment is
described in [Kam95] where FL-Algebras are formalized on top of Isabelle’s
Pure theory and proof constructions are expressed as FL-Algebra terms. Tactics
are designed to automatically prove ,,validity-properties”. The advantage of this
approach to constructing prototypical implementations is that one can make use
of the structural facilities provided by the logical framework without having to
develop them from scratch.

� We are developing prototypical tools that aid in the generation of structured and
literate Isabelle proofs in order to demonstrate the viability of our approach to
the presentation of formal proofs. One tool [Kel94] allows calculational proofs
to be easily performed with Isabelle through an Emacs interface. Some require-
ments for tool-support that allows hierarchically structured proofs to be interac-
tively developed and documented with Isabelle are investigated in [Kel95].

In the following section, we will present a summary of [Kam95] which includes
an introduction to our theoretical investigations towards hierarchical proof objects. In
the third section we give an overview of [Kel95, Kel94], our experiments with proto-
typical tool support for literate structured Isabelle proofs.



2 Prototyping an Algebraic Framework for Hierarchical
Proof Objects in Isabelle

We call a language for an explicit construction of proofs a proof programming lan-
guage. We first state some requirements for such a language and its associated calcu-
lus by answering the question: what is a proof in our sense?

� A proof may be a sequence of transformations possibly in nested form. An es-
sential part of the transformation is nevertheless an atomic transformation which
we might symbolize by ��.

� In human reasoning, theorems are an abstracted, condensed form of solutions to
problems, i.e., a condensed form of evidence or proof, respectively. Thus the
development of theorems corresponds to a stepwise refinement of proofs into
abstract propositions, i.e., if we symbolize a refinement relation as v this infor-
mally sketched relation is proof v proposition. The guiding idea here is to
view theorem proving as the process of refining a theorem to its proof. Each
refinement step adds more technical detail to the overall proof.

� In proof constructions various parts are basically an enumeration of already ex-
isting or assumed terms. I.e., the composition of sequences—let us denote it by
�—is also an inherent part in the construction of proofs and should thereby be
part of our proof programming language.

It remains to make precise the interrelationship between these constructions, e.g., one
question is how do � and �� correspond.

Viewing the refinement of proofs as the top level of proof construction we are re-
minded of a lattice structure. A composition is found quite abstractly in monoids. If
we consider a combination of these as a structural foundation for our calculus we are
strongly reminded of substructural logics.

From these first informal ideas we decided to experiment with structures which of-
fer the necessary conditions. An interesting structure is that of quantales, an algebraic
structure which actually combines lattices and monoids.

2.1 An Algebraic Framework for Proof Composition

If we view the laws of deduction of a proof calculus merely from a structural view-
point we gain algebraic laws of deduction. These laws can be crystallized into an
algebraic structure. The algebraic structure serves with its structural abilities to estab-
lish our goal of structured proofs.

2.1.1 FL-Algebras. A special case of quantales are full Lambek Algebras, abbre-
viated FL-Algebras. They build the current focus of our considerations. As special-
ization of quantales the FL-Algebras are a combination of lattices and monoids. In
addition to quantales the map operation �� of mappings between algebras is made ex-
plicit, i.e., is part of the algebra operations. Consequently, the question occurs how
this explicit map operation behaves in relation to the other operators, i.e., the opera-
tors which come with the lattice and the monoid. In the case of FL-Algebras the so
called maplet is Galois-connected to the monoid composition �, i.e., a� a �� b con-
tracts to b. A mathematical description of complete FL-Algebras is given in Figure 1.



(i) hA�t�u����i is a complete lattice with least element � and the greatest
element � for which � ����� holds,

(ii) hA����i is a monoid with the identity �,
(iii) y � �ti � xi�� z � �ti � y � xi � z�, for every xi� y� z � A,
(iv) x� y v z iff y v x �� z, for every x� y� z � A,
(v) � � A.

Figure 1: Complete FL-Algebra A � hA� ���t�u����� �����i

2.1.2 FL-Algebras as a Proof Programming Language. To sketch the interpreta-
tion of this algebraic structure as a proof programming language we already used the
same symbols for the enumeration of the requirements at the beginning of this Sec-
tion. Concretely, we interpret the FL-Algebras as a proof programming language in
the following way:

� The order relation v which comes with the lattice part of the FL-Algebras is
interpreted as the proof refinement relation, i.e., a kind of meta-inference con-
structor.

� We view a proposition as proved if there exists a fully elaborated proof which
is “less than” the proposition, i.e proof v proposition. The notation of “fully
elaborated” is defined as validity in terms of the monoid element � (cf. Sec-
tion 2.1.3).

� The explicit map �� is viewed as an internal implication between proof terms.

� The monoid composition is used to combine proof terms into sequences, e.g., to
sample premises used in a proof on one level.

� The interconnection of the ordering with join (t) and meet (u) as

p u q v q and q v p t q

gives rise to the interpretation of u as logical and and t as logical or.

� To introduce quantifying in our language calculus we use the generalized join
or meet. Since

ui � I � xi v xj and xj v ti � I � xi� for all j � I

an interpretation of t as universal quantifier and u as existential quantifier seems
appropriate.

� Furthermore, we extend the syntax of the FL-Algebras by an operator � which
stands for a Kleene-star-like iteration of proof-terms and a judgment 	.

For an overview over the firm parts of our language consider the EBNF grammar rule
depicted in Figure 2. There, the nonterminal E stands for the terms of the treated
object, X is a set of variables and P are the terms of the proof programming language.



P ��� EjXj�P �
j�jP u P j uX � P
j�jP t P j tX � P
j�jP � P jP �jP �� P jP 	 P

Figure 2: Syntax of the Proof Programming Language

2.1.3 Validity. As already mentioned in point two of the informal interpretation the
validity is defined in terms of the ordering and the monoid element �. We view fully
elaborated proofs as logically valid and define a validity for GRAL-terms which is se-
mantically based on FLecw-algebras. The latter are an extension of FL-algebras by
three additional axioms: e for commutativity, c for idempotency, and w for weakening
of terms composed by � wrt. the relation v.

�e� x� y v y � x

�c� x v x� x

�w� x� y v x

These additional axioms incorporate the intuitively admissible mechanisms of arbi-
trary order, repetitive use, and omission of premises composed into a sequence by �:

A term p is valid in the proof programming language iff � vecw �jpj�.

Since the definition of validity might be difficult to check mechanically—e.g., � �
� � �—a syntactical characterization of validity is offered. This notation of well-
formedness characterizes the validity in an inductive way. It defines the validity in-
ductively over the structure of proof terms. E.g., a term p u q is well formed under a
set of premises S iff p and q are well formed under the set S. A term is generally valid
iff it is well formed under the empty set (cf. Section 2.2.2).

To experiment with the calculus of FL-Algebras on a pragmatic level we decided
to implement it in Isabelle in a way that practical case studies as well as validation of
basic features of the algebra and its interpretation would be possible. Aside from this
aim we liked to get some experience with Isabelle since we view it also as an very
appropriate tool to be integrated as a main support in a future global system.

2.2 Prototyping FL-Algebras in Isabelle

Generally, the experiment tried to use Isabelle Pure as a logical frame and to spec-
ify the proof programming language based on FL-Algebras — we named it GRAL—
using the means provided by Isabelle. GRAL is on the one hand viewed as an Isabelle
object and on the other hand the integration of GRAL into Isabelle is viewed as a frame
for our GRAL case studies, at least in a prototypical way. Thereby, we can actually
verify properties concerning GRAL as an object and, in the same framework, perform
initial case studies.
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2.2.1 Type Configuration. If a logic like FOL is implemented in Isabelle the type
structure of the object consists of one base type of propositions which is usually en-
tailed in the type class logic of all object logics. In the case of GRAL there is no
fixed logical domain because in our interpretation FL-Algebras do not constitute a
logic in the classical sense instead something like a meta-logic. Terms of concern are
arbitrarily typed. Thus, we need a type construction which first of all embeds terms of
concern, i.e., GRAL object logics, into the meta-logic thereby allowing to treat them
by the constructors of GRAL. The GRAL formulas itself have to be embedded into
Isabelle’s meta-logic Pure to make them accessible to Isabelle-reasoning. The latter
map is traditionally the implicit coercion Trueprop.

GRAL objects
�

� GRAL

Trueprop

� Pure

The first map � should—like Trueprop—be invisible to make case studies with
GRAL objects legible. I.e., it should be a second implicit coercion Trueprop�. Unfor-
tunately, this does not work practically because in the most cases the solution of the
two invisible occurrences of the Trueprop’s could not be performed1. So, we chose
another way of implementing GRAL which represents a slightly different view at our
proof programming language. We replaced the first map � by an inverse map, more
precisely an instantiation:

GRAL objects instantiation�
 GRAL
Trueprop

� Pure

Concretely, we defined GRAL as a polymorphic type. By defining a type class A of
object logics and all GRAL constructors as polymorphic functions over this type class
we attained the possibility to use GRAL as a skeleton structure for application objects.
In this case a GRAL object is an enrichment of the instantiation of the polymorphic
meta-language. Some aspects of the global type structure are depicted in Figure 3.

Now, it was possible to show properties of FL-Algebras by introducing a first
member of the type class A. We named it Bool to signal the logical meaning. Just
by declaring Bool as a type in A, by Bool �� A, all polymorphic constructors and
axioms of GRAL are instantiated by this type. There are no additional constructors
or axioms for the type Bool because it represents the “pure” GRAL calculus. Since
the general logical functions of GRAL, e.g., v, map into Bool all related properties
derived for the latter type are applicable to future types in A.

1Probably, it is generally not effectively solvable in the presence of unknowns.



gral � Pure �

classes A � logic

default A

types Bool �

���

arities Bool �� A

���

consts

Trueprop �� �Bool �� prop� ���	
� �


���

atmost �� � � a� a � �� Bool� ���	 �� 	
� � ��� ��� ��


���

maplet �� � � a� a � �� a� ���	 �� 	
� � ��� ��� ��


composition �� � � a� a � �� a� ���	 � 	
� � ��� ��� ��


join �� � � a� a � �� a� ���	 � 	
� � ��� ��� ��


meet �� � � a� a � �� a� ���	 � 	
� � ��� ��� ��


���

Figure 3: Global Type Structure of GRAL

2.2.2 Basic Derivations. With this basic type constitution at hand it is possible to
prove properties of GRAL based on some basic axioms. We stated only these basic ax-
ioms and derived all other properties which were more suitable for our view of GRAL
as a proof programming language. E.g., the order of the lattice is classically defined
by referring to equality:

a t b � b� a v b� a � b u a

For the use as a proof programming language which is based on refinement byv prop-
erties like a v a t b or a u b v b are more suitable. Since the latter are entailed in
the former definition we derived them. This serves on the one hand to validate that the
current approach actually works and on the other hand to keep the number of axioms
minimal and thereby increase consistency.

For the definition of the intuitive term “fully elaborated proof” we did not use
the characterization of validity by FLecw-Algebras instead the alternative syntactical
characterization of well-formedness from [Sin94].

The translation of the well-formedness into Isabelle leads to a polymorphic pred-
icate, i.e., a Bool-valued function WF�S�p� of type ��a Set� �a� �� Bool. The
latter necessitates the specification of sets. For some aspects of the syntactical charac-
terization see Figure 4.

Now, for GRAL objects a proposition is true iff it is well formed under the empty
set. Thereby, we attain a deduction principle which characterizes validity of a GRAL
term. For a proposition p in question we have to find a refinement q with q v p and q
well formed under the empty set. This global principle is entailed in the transitivity of
v. The corresponding theorem reads in Isabelle notation:

�	 WF�S� q�
 q �� p 	� ��� WF�S� p�

Sticking to this derived deduction principle we can establish a proof style which
consists of two main steps:



ecw� �p elem S ��� WF�S� p
�

ecw� �WF�p � S� q
 ��� WF�S� p �� q
�

ecw�a ��� WF�S� p
� WF�S� q
�� ��� WF�S� p � q
�

ecw�b ��� WF�S� p
� WF�S� q
�� ��� WF�S� p � q
�

ecw�a �WF�S� p
 ��� WF�S� p � q
�

ecw�b �WF�S� p
 ��� WF�S� q � p
�

Figure 4: Some Aspects of the Formalization of Well-Formedness

� The derivation of the well-formedness of the elaborated proof

� The refinement of the proof into the proposition, i.e., proof v proposition

In point one, the definition of validity by WF often leads to lengthy derivations of va-
lidity which are obvious for the user but need to be shown in the calculus. Since
well-formedness is inductively defined it is possible to solve this task effectively by
the definition of a tactical which iteratively resolves with the basic axioms of well-
formedness2.

2.2.3 Application to Objects. Aside from the formal treatment of the theory we
can apply GRAL to object logics. We can define GRAL object logics as members of
the type class A. Thereby, the whole theory is instantiated by a concrete example and
the already derived facilities of GRAL may be used to reason about properties of the
object logic.

2.2.4 Minimal Logic Example. As a first simple case study we considered minimal
logic. To give a taste of the way of proving we achieved consider some aspects of this
example. By using Isabelle’s declarative style of specification we could define the
signature of a minimal logic in GRAL as:

MinLog � gral �

types prol �

arities prol �� A

consts

impl �� �prol� prol� �� prol ��� ��� �� � ��� ��� ���

in �� prol

out �� prol

where A is the GRAL type class for object logics. The terms in and out are the names
of the rules we defined for the introduction and elimination of the minimal logics im-
plication impl or ���, respectively.

rules

in�def in � �a �� b� �� � a ��� b�

out�def out � �a ��� b� �� �a �� b�

2Here, a formalization on top of ZF would have granted the advantage of the coinduction package.



mono	meet�� a �� b ��� c � a �� c � b

mono	meet�� a �� b ��� a � c �� b � c

mono	meet� ��a �� b� c �� d �� ��� a � c �� b � d

���

weaken�� a �� b ��� c �� a �� c �� b

weaken�� a �� b ��� b �� c �� a �� c

weaken� ��b �� a� c �� d�� ��� a �� c �� b �� d

Figure 5: Some Monotonicity Rules for the Constructors

To give a simple example of proving in GRAL we consider the refinement proof:

�p ��� q� � out �� p �� q

where � is the ASCII-representation of � or the composition of GRAL proof terms,
respectively, and �� is the �� or maplet operation, respectively. The relation �� repre-
sents the order relation of the lattice which we interpret as proof refinement relation.

An expansion of the definition of out will change the goal into

�p ��� q� � ��a ��� �b� �� ��a �� �b� �� p �� q

Instantiation of �a by p and �b by q, respectively, makes the above goal an instance of
the contraction definition a� a �� b v b which is part of the FL-Algebra axioms (cf.
Figure 1).

The above sketched proof can be supported by defining a general definition substi-
tution tactical based on rewrite�goals�tac and SELECT�GOAL and by supporting
the GRAL refinement by adaptation of basic properties of the order relation �� like
transitivity.

Fortunately, the latter proof state in the present example is a direct instance of the
contraction property. In general, substitution inside GRAL refinements is not admissi-
ble because not all constructors are monotonic. If we want to contract inside an arbi-
trary refinement context we first have to eliminate the context by resolution with the
monotonicity (or antitonicity) properties of the GRAL constructors wrt. the ordering
explicitly.

Therefore, we derived the monotonicity properties of the GRAL constructors and
constructed them into a tactical named subst�tac. The latter allows to apply basic
properties easily in refinement derivations. Some monotonicity properties are shown
in Figure 5.

Finally, we could prove:

in� out �� �x �y  z� �x y  �x z���

as well formed under the empty set, i.e., as a valid GRAL term. The refinement proof
could be performed by the predefined tacticals in only a few steps. The proof of well-
formedness is performable by one application of the corresponding tactical. Thereby,
we approximated the initially intended way of proving very closely.

2.2.5 Natural Numbers Example. Aside from the tacticals concerned with the ba-
sic properties of the GRAL calculus, e.g., well-formedness and contraction tacticals,



which are designed to approximate the top-level proof style as far as possible to the
intended way we can also define individual tacticals for the object logics needs. For
a theory of natural numbers we investigated a proof scheme of direct induction. The
theory of natural numbers contains just some basic axioms:

a � a �ReflEq�
� � a � a �DefAddBase�

succ�a� � b � succ�a� b� �DefAddRecur�
�P ��� t �

F
a � P �a� �� P �succ�a���� �� �

F
a � P �a�� �Induction�

The equality used above is defined as a predicate over natural numbers and substitution
is described by Unfold:

�a � b� �� �c � F �a�� �� �c � F �b��

and vice versa by Fold.
The iterated use of the laws of addition can be defined by modeling the repetition

with the Kleene-star-like operator � (cf. Figure 2):

DefOfAdditionb���DefAddBase uDefAddRecur�� �Unfold u Fold���

The direct induction scheme is a GRAL proof scheme which reads in the informal no-
tation:

DirectInduction�Ruleset�b��Base t �
F
n � F �n� � G�n� �� Step��� Induction

where Base and Step are the following equational reasonings:

Base b� F ���
� fRulesetg

G���

Step b� F �succ�n��
� fRulesetg

H�F �n��
� fUnfold�F �n� � G�n��g

H�G�n��
� fRulesetg

G�succ�n��

As an example we can prove that zero is a right identity of addition, i.e.:

Propositionb��
G

n � n� � � n�

The direct induction scheme applied to the rule set DefOfAddition may be refined



to:

� � � �
� fDefAddBase� Unfoldg

�
�

t�
F
n � n� � � n ��

succ�n� � �
� fDefAddRecur � Unfoldg

succ�n� ��
� f�n� � � n�� Unfoldg

succ�n�
� fReflEq� Unfoldg

succ�n�
�� Induction

which contracts to the proposition �
F
n � n� � � n�.

How can we represent the direct induction scheme in the GRAL calculus?

rules

DirIndDef �� hBasei j �JO n� �F�n
 �n G�n

 �� hStepi 

 �Induction�

The annotation of the used equality transformation rules in curly brackets, fRuleSetg,
is represented by Ruleset applied by � to instances ofReflEq. To integrate the goals
of the transformation steps we use the judgment � or 	, respectively. Thus, Base is:

hBasei �

��F�O
 �n F�O

 � Ruleset
 � �F�O
 �n G�O



The nested � signs of the equality transformation cannot be presented directly by
the means of the calculus. Instead we have to connect explicitly several single equal-
ities by �, in the ASCII representation �, and contract them afterwards by double ap-
plication of Unfold. Thus the Step looks like:

hStepi �

� ���F�succ�n

 �n F�succ�n


 � Ruleset


� �F�succ�n

 �n H�F�n





�

���H�F�n

 �n H�F�n


 � �F�n
 �n G�n

 � Unfold 


� �H�F�n

 �n H�G�n





�

���H�G�n

 �n H�G�n


 � Ruleset


� �H�G�n

 �n G�succ�n





� Unfold � Unfold


The task for this case study is to show that

DirectInduction�DefOfAddition� v �
G

n � n� � � n�



performing as much as possible by general properties of the proof scheme. The prov-
ing problems we have to face in this case are mainly concerned with the instantia-
tion of the generalized join

F
or JO, respectively, and the isolation of those parts of

the refinement which are nontrivial. For the former we could derive a lemma from
the basic properties which allowed in collaboration with a tactical to instantiate theF
-quantified part inside a refinement derivation. The latter could be solved by the

construction of the high-level refinement proof of the direct induction scheme to the
point where the refinement of the global scheme is reduced to those three partial re-
finements which build the kernel of the application of the direct induction scheme. By
a further adaptation of the contraction tactical to

F
-quantified contexts the actual proof

of �
F
n � n� � � n� could then be performed in a few steps:

� reduction to the kernel parts of the refinement by the high-level proof:

DefOfAddition v � � � � � � � �� � � � � �
DefOfAddition v succ�n� � � � succ�n� � � �� succ�n� � � � H�n� ��
DefOfAddition v H�n� � H�n� �� H�n� � succ�n�

� solution of these three kernel parts with support of the expanded contraction
tactical.

� Finally, the proof of well-formedness of the fully-elaborated proof which emerges
automatically by the stepwise instantiation of the scheme variables. This proof
may be performed by the tactical for well-formedness.

In point two another proof obligation occurs: the refinement of DefOfAddition

to the concrete rule application sequences, e.g.:

DefOfAddition v DefAddRecur � Unfold�

By an adaptation of a general tactical developed for the Kleene-star-like � operator
an individual tactical for the direct induction application is constructed. To validate
that the adapted tacticals and lemmas for the direct induction scheme are not restricted
to the special case �

F
n�n�� � n� we performed a similar proof �

F
n���n � n���.

It is far more complex because the explicit rule applications of DefOfAddition are
longer than one step. The additional derivation actually showed that another tactical
for the insertion of intermediate steps in �� transformation rules is necessary to make
proving comfortable but then succeeded too.

2.2.6 Results of the Experiment. Summarizing our experiences and results we can
say that the first part of the experiment, the basic derivations, lead to problematic ques-
tions concerning the interpretation of the FL-Algebras as a proof programming lan-
guage. The second part, the application to objects, showed at least that the language
is in principle able to capture the intended proof style. Furthermore, the simulation of
GRAL case studies gave hints to where the highest amount of structural work in prov-
ing is created. By some basic tacticals designed to solve this structural work sketches
for future proof routines emerged. But, the main part of the structural proof obliga-
tions was itself an outcome of the high level of abstraction we had in our experiment.

The work with Isabelle was very comfortable and allowed to approximate our in-
tentions very closely by simple constructions of tacticals. The main problem which



restricts the present experiment to small case studies is the syntactical representation
of GRAL which grows too far to be represented in ASCII on aML-prompt.

Drawing from the experiences with Deva and the literate development style with
the DevaWeb system we processed the entire formalization with noweb, a general
Web-tool for arbitrary formalisms. Thereby the documentation and the formal part
are contained in one file which builds the origin for the Isabelle source and the LATEX
source in a consistent way. Since we want to draw the integration of literate program-
ming facilities further than this we focus separately on the practical line which will be
sketched in the remainder of this article.

3 Structured and Literate Presentation of Isabelle Proofs

Proofs derived with the aid of automatical proof support systems seem in general not
to be well suited for presentation. The difficulties arising have two main sources. First,
strictly formal proofs contain too much technical detail, which is of no interest to the
human reader, who only wishes to understand the basic idea. This results in a long,
overly detailed proof, in which the basic line of reasoning is obscured. Second, the
representation of a computer aided proof is geared towards a form that is easy to parse
for computers, which differs a lot from the form a human would choose in in order to
understand it. This results in a lack of structural information.

Both points combined result in superfluous information on the one hand and the
lack of helpful information on the other hand. But still, such a proof still contains a
representation of the basic proof idea that was on the mind of the person conducting
the proof. Thus, by hiding the unnecessary information and by providing additional
information it should be possible to recover the proof idea.

In the case of Isabelle, the representation of a proof is the collection of the com-
mands that apply rules and tacticals to a proof state until the initial theorem is proven
valid. Even to someone well acquainted with Isabelle, this representation is barely
meaningful—even in the case of proofs of moderate size.

Using the commands plus all the intermediate proof states as representation would
not help too much for the two reasons described above: even for simple theorems, the
presentation would be of considerable size, and the rules and tacticals applied have
names only meaningful to those very familiar with Isabelle and the theory. The fact
that the formulas are displayed in the severely restricted ASCII character set doesn’t
add to the comprehensibility either. Thus, we take this representation merely as a basis
to derive step by step a proof document that is independent from the syntax of the
system, well structured, and oriented at common proving styles.

In the following, we first describe the proofstyle that we use for the Isabelle proofs
and explain how this style relates to the proof representation of Isabelle. We then de-
scribe shortly a prototypical tool which supports the generation of a comprehensible
proof document from an existing Isabelle proof. A complete report on this exper-
iment together with a literate and structured proof of a correctness argument taken
from [KL95] is given in [Kel95].



S��� � S�n� � S�S�n��

��
�
for all x, S�x� � y � S�x� y�

�
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��
�
for all x, � � x � x

�
S�S�n�� � S�S�n��
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�
reflexivity of �

�
�

Figure 6: A non-branching subproof.

3.1 Our Proof Format

The style we chose to display the proofs is a variation of the calculational proofing
style described, e.g., in [DS90]. In this section, we introduce this style shortly, and
then describe our variation of the style, which is used subsequently to display Isabelle
proofs.

Given a proof of a formula 	� � 	n, where � is an arbitrary transitive relation,
and where the proof consists of a collection of transformation steps 	i � 	i��, the
overall proof is denoted in the following calculational form:

	�

� fexplanation why 	� � 	� holdsg
...

� fexplanation why 	n�� � 	n holdsg
	n

Enclosed in curly braces are comments justifying the single transformation steps.
Now, turning to Isabelle, a backward proof of a theorem 	 has the following form

in the calculational proof style:

	

	
�

	�� � � � �	n

	
�

	

However, it would not be reasonable to display an Isabelle proof in the above form.
All the proof states have the conclusion 	—the initial theorem—in common, because
it does not change during the proof. Therefore, it is not displayed in an interactive Is-
abelle session, and there is no reason to display it in the proof document, since even



We prove the validity of P �x� y� by induction over x.

P �x� y�

��
�
Proof by induction over x

�
1. fInduction Baseg

P ��� x�

2. fInduction Stepg

�n�n � P �n� y� � P �S�n�� y�

Induction Base

P ��� x�

...

Induction Step

�n�n � P �n� y� � P �S�n�� y�

...

Figure 7: Skeleton of a proof by induction.

without the conclusion, a proof state quickly grows considerably large. Thus, an alter-
native, but equivalent, representation is the following:

	
��

	�� � � � �	n

��
true

Even though this representation is shorter, it is still far from good, since the structure
of the proof is not visible, i.e., the hierarchical dependence of the subgoals is hidden
from the reader. To visualize the structure of the proof, we distinguish two cases in
our style. First, consider a non-branching subproof, where each application of a rule
results in exactly one new subgoal. Since such a proof has a linear structure, the cal-
culational style is adequate here. As an example, consider the proof in Figure 6. It
establishes the validity of S��� � S�n� � S�S�n�� in Peano’s theory of natural num-
bers.

The second case, namely a branch, is more complicated. It is not useful to see
every subgoal of the current proofstate in every step of the proof, since it is easier to
follow the different branches of the proof tree successively. Therefore, if the applica-
tion of a rule leads to more than one new subgoal, all the new subgoals are displayed,
but the proof of each new goal follows separately. If we want to prove the validity of
a formula P �x� y� by induction over x, then the application of the induction rule leads
to two new subgoals, as depicted in Figure 7. After splitting the proof into the induc-
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���
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...

��

�
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c

Figure 8: Hiding of unaltered subformulae.

tion base and the induction step, the subproofs are conducted individually—avoiding
unnecessary clutter.

3.2 Making a Proof Comprehensible

The previously introduced proof style prevents that in each proof step the whole proof-
state is visible; instead, only the current subgoal is displayed. However, often enough
the subgoals grow rather large, which makes it hard to see on which formulae of the
subgoal the last operation had an effect. If several successive proofsteps affect only a
subset of the formulae of a goal, it is useful to hide the uneffected formulae.

In the proof fragment displayed in Figure 8, the formulae 	�, 	�, and 	�, which
may be large, remain invariant during a subproof. This is used by abbreviating these
formulae with the form �� � ���—instead of listing them explicitly in the proof state.

One rather simple, but effective way to increase the readability of a proof is to
combine several technical proof steps into a single logical proof step. For example,
it is often obvious that a certain rule is applicable, but the proof state has not exactly
the right form and has to be fixed by applying appropriate technical rules, such as
commutativity, associativity. The number of those technical steps can be reduced by
using tacticals, but still numerous will be left. Those steps should not be visible in the
final proof document since they do not add information that is valuable to a human.
There is, however, no way to decide automatically which steps are trivial and which
are of interest within a given context, because this depends on the proof idea and the
level of detail that the author wants to exhibit.

Another important technique to explain a difficult proof to a reader is to look at the
proof at different levels, i.e., establish a hierarchy of detail. For example, on the first
level of the description, the proof may contain only the most important steps together



Figure 9: Intermediate state while improving a proof presentation.

with comments. Thus, the reader is able to gain a first overview over the proof without
having to deal with all the details of it. On the following levels of the description,
successively more detailed information is provided.

3.3 A Tool Supporting the Preparation of Proof Documents

In the course of this work, a prototypical tool was implemented. It is realized on the
basis of an editor, namely GNU Emacs. Emacs was chosen because it can be extended
easily by programming new functionality in a dialect of Lisp. The editor provides con-
venient libraries to program user interfaces and communication with subprocesses—in
our case, Isabelle.

The initial representation of a proof is similar to the Isabelle representation, but
the structure of the proof is already visible, since in each step, instead of the whole
proofstate, only the current subgoal and all the subgoals that are a consequence of the
proofstep are displayed.

Starting with this representation, the presentation of the proof can be gradually
improved by adding comments, hiding superfluous information, introducing structure,
and so on.

During this editing process the proof is displayed in Isabelle’s ASCII-syntax. Af-
terwards, a LATEX document can be generated automatically, where all the operators,
constants, and so on are replaced by their appropriate mathematical symbols. To do so,
the tool has, for every theory, to be initialized with the right translation table. A screen
snapshot showing Emacs in the middle of a proof editing session together with the
generated LATEX as displayed in a previewer is given in Figure 9. The initial comments



Figure 10: Case distinction as displayed in a hypertext browser.

generated by the system and placed in the curly braces are the Isabelle commands that
led to the corresponding subgoal.

The main operations that are performed while editing the proof are

� changing the comments,

� hiding single proofsteps, and

� structuring the proof.

The operations which are permitted on the proof document guarantee that the correct-
ness of the proof is not affected—this is of course not completely true in the case of
the comments.

Apart from viewing and printing the generated LATEX document, it is also possible
to generate an HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) document from it. In contrast
to the printed version of the proof, which must choose a linearization of the hierar-
chical proof structure, a hypertext representation preserves this hierarchy and can be
browsed interactively. Figure 10 contains a screen snapshot showing part of a proof as
displayed in an HTML browser. The square active buttons can be clicked and lead to
the respective subcases.

4 Conclusion

We have presented an overview of our current activities towards intelligible formal
proofs where Isabelle serves as our experimental platform. On the one hand, we adapt
and further develop our methods for presenting formal proofs which combine elements
of calculational reasoning, a hierarchical, natural-deduction like proof-style, and the
literate programming paradigm. On the other hand, we experiment with substructural
logics in order to formalize our notion of hierarchical proof-objects so that we can



formally speak about proof-refinements. A comprehensive account of this research is
currently being composed and will contain a literate Isabelle version of the proof of
the Church-Rosser theorem.
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